SUPPLIES:

1 – piece plaid cardstock from Party Brights
1 – piece wacky stripe cardstock from Party Brights (use teal side)
1 – piece colorful dots cardstock from Party Brights (use green side)
1 – piece yellow cardstock from Playful Primary Solid Cardstock
1 – yellow flowered border strip from Party Brights
1 – birthday words border strip from Party Brights
1 – teal journal card from Party Brights
1 – pink journal card from Party Brights

DIRECTIONS:

1. For left layout, use plaid cardstock as base. Cut 1 1/2” x 12” rectangle from green side of colorful dots cardstock. Adhere one rectangle approximately 1” from top edge and one rectangle approximately 1” from bottom edge.

2. Mat one photo with teal journal card, one with pink journal card, and one with yellow cardstock. Adhere first photo approximately 1/4” from top and 3/4” from left edge. Adhere second photo approximately 3/4” from right edge and centered top to bottom. Adhere third photo approximately 1/4” from bottom and 3/4” from left edge.

3. Trim birthday word border strip so each statement is separate. Mat Cake & Candles with scrap pink cardstock and Oh Happy Day with scrap green cardstock. Adhere to layout in space between first and third photos. Adhere Fabulous to top corner of first photo. Adhere Happy Birthday To You along bottom edge of second photo.

4. Punch a variety of flowers using Bling Bling cartridge from scrap or other cardstock. Adhere three flowers as shown on layout. Note: Use a flower punch if you do not have the Bling Bling cartridge.

5. Write title and journaling on green cardstock rectangles.

6. For right layout, use teal side of wacky stripe cardstock as base; adhere yellow flowered border strip 3/4” from left edge.

7. Adhere three photos approximately 3/4” from left edge so that their top and bottom edges touch.

8. Adhere remaining birthday word pieces along left edge of yellow flowered border strip.

9. Adhere two flowers punched in step 4 as shown on layout.

Also used: adhesive, black pen, Bling Bling Design Cartridge and Border Maker System, paper scraps (green and pink), photos (six 4 x 6), trimmer
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